proven by a new upsurge of incidence since the end of November, 2014. That $R_0$ was not increased in a dense urban population as compared with the overall epidemic might be explained by the fact that most (81%, 95% CI 80–82) community transmissions took place within families. Families in the city are not larger than families in the rural areas. The downside of the family focus is that transmission rates from non-hospitalised cases were barely reduced since the initial outbreaks in March. Here is the biggest challenge for intervention. The description of the epidemic in Conakry by Faye and colleagues might provide realistic targets for control programmes in other areas.

The study also provides one of the first analyses of the effectiveness of viral load on transmission. Results suggest that a 1 log$_{10}$ increase of plasma viral load in the first week of symptoms doubles the transmission rate. However, transmission might be via body fluids other than blood, wherein viral load kinetics are not synchronous but delayed after plasma viraemia. Because viraemia only increases during the first week of symptoms, it is conceivable that blood viral loads were lower in some patients simply because they were admitted early to treatment centres, reducing infections by isolating patients from the family context. Although viral load is probably correlated with outcome, it will need larger datasets to prove a direct effect on transmission, particularly during the first week of symptoms. The time a patient spends in the community after symptom onset, particularly beyond the fourth day of illness, is crucial for transmission. According to simulations made in the study, a 10% increase of rates of hospital admission (from 81% to 91%) would have reduced the lengths of transmission chains by 26% (95% CI 4–45).

The focus on community and family transmission suggested by results from this study provides independent support for a new strategy promoting self-sequestration through the establishment of small community care centres instead of fewer but larger treatment units. Passive case finding could help to overcome the logistical challenge of case identification in a dispersed epidemic in Sierra Leone, the current Ebola hotspot. Patients need to be admitted as early as possible to halt transmission in families.
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PANGEA-HIV: phylogenetics for generalised epidemics in Africa

Notable increases in coverage of antiretroviral treatment (ART) have been made in Africa in the past decade. More HIV-infected individuals are receiving treatment, and life-expectancy of infected individuals has increased. However, the HIV epidemic continues and overall prevalence of HIV will increase. The burden of HIV remains highest in sub-Saharan Africa, with 75% of all HIV infections and adult prevalence at 5%. The use of ART to reduce individual viral loads and viral transmission rates has emerged as a promising approach to further slow the epidemic. Yet, how to implement treatment as prevention (in combination with pre-exposure prophylaxis or behavioural change interventions) in the most effective and efficient ways...
Comment

is unclear. One possibility is to target individuals most at risk of transmitting HIV, thus decreasing resources needed and potentially increasing effect.5,6 Such targeted methods require fine scale understanding of HIV transmission dynamics, particularly in generalised epidemics where the conditions that drive epidemics can be unknown. Novel phylogenetic analyses can help to provide this understanding.7 These methods involve estimation of epidemic and evolutionary parameters from gene sequence data, with every sequence linked to clinical, demographic, or geographical data. The methods can identify the source of emerging epidemics or assess putative transmission partnerships,8 identify the stage of individual infections that is the most frequent source of transmissions (eg, early HIV infection),9,10 assess historical changes in epidemic size and growth rate,11,12 and identify individual traits associated with high relative infectiousness.13 Phylogenetic studies of HIV in concentrated epidemics have largely involved post-hoc use of HIV drug resistance test datasets. Sizeable datasets like this are not found in Africa, in view of the paucity of such routine testing. One exception is the Southern African Treatment and Resistance Network, which has a growing database of more than 7000 HIV sequences (although sampled from a large HIV-infected population, and therefore representing a smaller sample fraction than datasets found in concentrated epidemics).14

The Phylogenetics and Networks for Generalized HIV Epidemics in Africa consortium (PANGEA-HIV) is an international partnership to use viral sequence analyses to assess the transmission of HIV in Africa. The aims of PANGEA-HIV include to sequence 20 000 total HIV genomes from several African study sites, with every genome sequence linked to clinical, demographic, and epidemiological data; and to direct the development of phylogenetic methods to address key challenges and opportunities in measuring, understanding, and controlling HIV transmission in generalised epidemics.

The sequencing workload is divided between the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute (UK), and the genomic facility of the Africa Centre at the University of KwaZulu-Natal (South Africa). Participating African HIV cohorts include the Rakai Community Cohort Study (Uganda), multiple cohorts from the Medical Research Council/Uganda Virus Research Institute (Uganda), the Mochudi Prevention Project and the Botswana Combination Prevention Project (Botswana), the Africa Centre for Health and Population Studies (South Africa), and PopART/HPTN 071 (South Africa, Zambia). PANGEA-HIV includes scientists focused on the application of phylogenetics to HIV transmission dynamics. These consortium analysts, which include scientists from Africa, Europe, and North America, are tasked with assessing current methods, developing new approaches, and fostering the participation of interested outside investigators. Currently ongoing is a molecular epidemiological methods comparison exercise, using simulated data that model distinct scenarios of generalised HIV epidemics.

Analyses of HIV sequences linked to clinical and epidemiological information must balance the public health benefit of understanding ongoing transmissions with the potential effect of disclosure on the individuals concerned.15 PANGEA-HIV will proceed with careful consideration of the ethical requirements that are critical for such analyses.

PANGEA-HIV is funded primarily by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, but builds on existing infrastructure, cohorts, and clinical trials that are funded independently by the the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the French Agence National de Recherches sur le Sida et les Hépatites Viral, the Medical Research Council (UK), the US National Institutes of Health, Wellcome Trust, World Bank STI Project, Henry M Jackson Foundation, and Fogarty Foundation.

Both the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute are committed to open access data. To this end, PANGEA-HIV has a policy for open access that follows similar policies established by previous large-scale genetic and epidemiological collaborations (eg, the UK Drug Resistance Database, and the International HapMap Project). Participating African cohorts and study sites will have full and immediate access to the data generated from their own samples. After 5 years, there will be public release of a basic dataset including sequences and minimal demographic data. Perhaps most importantly, PANGEA-HIV will facilitate new collaborations between scientists and public health professionals in
industrial and developing countries with the shared goal of ending the HIV/AIDS pandemic.
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Combination HIV prevention and the battle of the sexes

1.6 million new HIV infections occur every year in sub-Saharan Africa.1 Transmission is predominantly heterosexual, and women (by comparison with men) are disproportionately infected. The international agencies that propose policy guidelines for control of the HIV pandemic, such as WHO and the Joint UN Programme on HIV and AIDS, have recognised the crucial need to reduce the number of new infections in women and girls and mother-to-child transmission of HIV.2

No intervention is 100% effective at protecting against HIV infection. As a result, a combination of different types of interventions—ie, use of a combination HIV prevention (CHP) approach—is necessary to prevent the maximum number of new infections. Mathematical models that specify the transmission dynamics of HIV have been used to identify which combination of interventions would be the most cost effective at reducing transmission.3 7 In these studies, several different combinations of interventions are compared. The transmission models are used to predict the number of HIV infections that would be prevented by each combination. The cost-effectiveness of each combination is then calculated by dividing the predicted number of prevented infections by the cost of the interventions.

Cost-effectiveness analyses should be used as the foundation for allocation of HIV-prevention budgets. However, these analyses do not always identify the best CHP approach for the control of generalised epidemics in sub-Saharan Africa because the most cost-effective approach—as shown by Anderson and colleagues8—is to spend most of the prevention budget on men. Men will always win in the battle of the sexes in terms of resources for HIV prevention—the reasons for which are two-fold. First, the most cost-effective intervention is medical male circumcision, which reduces a man’s risk of infection by about 60%.8 Unfortunately, no similar cost-effective intervention exists for women. The second reason is more complex,